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Announcements

Vision: 2013 IA National Conference in Syracuse
We invite comments and suggestions about this Vision of IA’s next national conference, taking place in Syracuse, October 4-6, 2013. For those in the Syracuse area, join us on Tuesday, January 29th, at Grace Episcopal Church (819 Madison St.) for a 4-6pm Discussion and 6-8pm Reception. The Call for Proposals will be made public on February 18.

February 15 Deadline for Public: A Journal of Imagining America
The first issue of our peer-reviewed multimedia e-journal is open for submissions through February 15. Articles about projects, pedagogies, resources, and ideas incorporating humanities, arts, and design in public life are invited. The issues theme: Linked Fates & Futures: Communities & Campuses as Equitable Partners? Visit http://public.imaginingamerica.org.

On the Road

Upcoming: AAC&U, Georgia College, UNCG
Today through Saturday in Atlanta, Co-Director Tim Eatman and other IA leaders are at the AAC&U’s meeting. Session highlights include: “Civic Professionalism: A Pathway to Engaged Faculty Work” and “Citizen Alum: Doers, Not (Just) Donors.”

January 31-February 1 at the University of North Carolina Greensboro, Eatman will be a featured speaker at the University’s Community Engagement Series. Eatman will give a keynote, “The Nexus between Community Engagement, Diversity, and Student Success,” and lead four sessions on special topics like the next generation of publicly engaged scholars, collaborative technologies, and the cultural disciplines.
February 4-6 at Georgia College, Eatman and IA Board Member John Saltmarsh will be keynote presenters at the Sixth Annual Global Citizenship Symposium. Eatman and Saltmarsh will speak about the Carnegie Community Engagement Classification, the arts and civic literacy, and publicly engaged scholarship.

Recently: College Music Society, MLA
At the College Music Society's Summit, "Developing the Artist Citizen," Associate Director Kevin Bott was a featured speaker. Bott's sessions explored how artists improve lives and advance cultural diplomacy, as well as how to build sustainable initiatives.

At the MLA Conference in Boston, Board Chair Bruce Burgett and other IA leaders convened a roundtable on public scholarship, civic engagement, and diversity. The roundtable explored the conference theme, "Avenues of Access," by linking the question of "Access for whom?" to the equally pressing issue of "Access to what?"

Field-Wide Opportunities

**Award:** NERCHE announces its Call for Nominations for the 2013 Ernest A. Lynton Award for the Scholarship of Engagement for Early Career Faculty. The deadline is Friday, April 26.

**CFP:** February 1 is the deadline for proposals for the American Democracy Project & The Democracy Commitment's June 6-8 meeting in Denver, Colorado.

**Job:** The University of Washington-Bothell is seeking an Assistant Director for Community-Based Learning and Research.

**Job:** Lafayette College is seeking a Director of the Arts.

**Job:** University of Glasgow is seeking a senior academic position in Performance and Public Engagement, Theatre Studies.

**Resource:** The American Historical Association is tracking the debate about the film Lincoln.
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